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ABSTRACT 

 

Electronic learning (e-Learning) takes the advantage of electronic devices, Smart mobiles, laptops, tablets, 

communication devices and computer, in some way to present training, -information, guidance from 

professionals, and educational or learning material between students, faculty  and administration. Present day 

education applications become more pretty because researchers can access at anytime and anywhere and 

anyhow with low cost and high quality of service. E-Learning systems repeatedly require many software and 

hardware resources to deliver knowledge, information and skills. Today’s several educational institutions do not 

have the resources and infrastructure needed to run top e-Learning solutions and for this cloud is the best 

solution. This projected work presents the development of a e-Learning as a Service System (e-LaaS) with 

cloud. Wi-Fi is available in most of the college and Universities. In this structure information is collected and 

sent to the cloud. Various end users such as teachers, Students, researchers, scholars, or even administration 

Bodies themselves can access their information from the Cloud. This System architecture provides cost efficient 

model for Institutions. This System architecture can provide on-demand (anytime and anywhere) data-centers, 

it is also known as IaaS-Infrastructure as a Service, storage, memory and computational power, usually priced 

per minute according to resource utilization by most of the cloud service providers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Currently Cloud computing become more attractive area in the research field due to a demand on a elevated quality and 

little charge services at anytime and everywhere. Many of the offered education institutions rely only on their own 

database to store and process data [1]. It takes high cost to maintain the system, so far the performance is not consistent 

and a partial number of services can be provided. It requires data to be transmitted and processed speedily, so that 

Universities, Institutions, Faculty, Students and other Governing Bodies can access conveniently via Internet. 

 

The study session is shifting. On or after when the institute or school bell rings to end of sittings or after the institute 

timing hours that last well into the home, students and scholar are requiring further advanced technology services from 

their institute or school�� , It’s important not only to keep speed with their developing needs, but also to make them 

for the demands of the place of work for the next day (tomorrow). At the same moment, education organizations or 

institutions are under growing pressure to bring more services for less cost, and they need to find ways to offer 
prosperous inexpensive services and tools.  

 

Those institutions who can deliver these complicated communications environments, including the desktop 

applications and stand alone that employers utilize today, will be serving to students to come across superior jobs and 

bigger opportunities in the their bright future. For this CC can help furnish those solutions. It’s an internet of network 

based computing resources placed just about everywhere that can be communal through high speed internet network. 

They carry to education school, institutions, Universities a range of choices not found in conventional Information 

Technology (IT) models. In truth, the combination of software and resources we own with software and services in the 

cloud provides us with new options for balancing system administration, cost, and security whereas serving to improve 

services [11]. 

 

What’s in the cloud? To a great extent what’s on our desktop or in our data-center at present. For example, e-mail and 
face book in the cloud is, in several cases, free for institutions, schools and universities that require upgrading heritage 

systems and expanding services [1]. The cloud helps make certain that students, teachers, faculty, parents, staff, and 

other official such as Governing-Bodies have on-demand access to decisive information using any device such as 

mobiles, tablets, smart phones and desktop system from anywhere and at any situations. 
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Both private and public education community institutions can use the cloud to distribute enhanced services, still as they 

work with smaller amount of resources. By sharing Information Technology services in the cloud, our education 

institution, schools can contract out non-core services and improved concentrate on offering teachers, faculty, staff, 

students, and educator, the necessary tools to help them succeed [4]. As we plan our enduring, data center strategy, our 

institutions can benefit from different opportunities in the cloud. 

 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

Cloud computing (CC) is the delivery of computing different services over the Internet and is the internet based 

computing. CC services allow individuals and businesses to use software and hardware infrastructure that are managed 

by third parties at remote locations. Cloud computing Defined as. [12] Virtualized nodes that are vigorously 

provisioned and presented as one or more UCR-Unified Computing Resources. Within the specified space of CC that 

e-Learning functions, Leavitt [13] defines CC as a type of client and server computing, whereas CC infrastructures are 

internet based and Internet-connected servers, frequently times spread across several geographical locations that 

address a cloud of applications and data. Clients or users usually use web 2.0 or above version browsers or keen 

software to access cloud applications, which they recurrently manage via application programming interfaces (APIs). 

Vaquero et al. [14] highlight virtualization and scalability is two important facial appearance of CC that help further 

optimized resource consumption. 
 

The option to go to the cloud is not an all-or-nothing intention. There are various forms of cloud offerings, we have 

elastic choices about which services to get in the cloud and which to maintain on-site. Our precedence and Security 

necessities resolve the echelon of cloud capabilities to explore. 

 

If we seem personally at the cloud, we'll observe three essential different sets of offerings as shown in figure 1:  SaaS-

Software as a Service´: The user applications, such as email, YouTube and Face-book, people use daily. PaaS-Platform 

as a Service´: System oriented platforms and the operating environment in which applications run. And platforms such 

as dot-Net, php and java for developing applications. IaaS-Infrastructure as a Service´: IT resources such as the on-

demand resources and data centers. 

 
Outsourcing a few facilities to the cloud builds the majority of what is on-site by freeing people, funds, and time. For 

example, with SaaS-Software as a Service, we can add applications or services, like emails, affordably. With PaaS-

Platform as a Service, we can deliver platform oriented services broadly devoid of having to handle the IT 

infrastructure. With IaaS-Infrastructure as a Service, we get pay-as-you-go´ datacenter capacity for adding storage 

space, CPUs, networking bandwidth, or Web hosting servers. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Three general types of cloud services: SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS 
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A. IaaS for Institutions 

 

Nowadays that the cloud proffers servers, database for storage and networks bandwidth as a service, technology is no 

longer bound by the conventional on-site IT sector. An on-demand data center places virtually infinite computing 

power into the hands of even the smallest schooling organization. On-demand data centers also referred as ³IaaS´. 

³IaaS´ provide compute power, storage space, and, memory allocation based on the usage and consumption of 
resources and typically priced per hour. Some call IaaS exposed metal on demand. We pay for only what we utilize, 

and the service supplies all the facility we require, but at the same time we are responsible observing, supervising, and 

patching our on-demand infrastructure. One huge benefit of IaaS is that it proffers a cloud-based data center without 

entailing us to install new latest apparatus (devices) or to wait for the hardware procurement procedure. This means we 

can obtain IT resources at our university, college, and school that or else might not be on hand. 

 

Through IaaS, funds come from infrastructure and hardware expenditure but not necessarily from conscription since 

we are still responsible for patch management, system management, redundancy, failover, backup and additional 

management errands. Depending on the category of service, an IaaS giver naturally handles monitoring, load 

balancing, and scaling automatically, and we handle our cloud deployments. The abbreviation “CC” used to denote the 

use of cloud or internet based computers for variety of services. The cloud offers storage of data, network bandwidth, 

and servers as a service. 
 

In this paper section 3 presents the related work and Benefits of Educational institute in the Cloud [4, 5]. In section 4 

describes the higher quality of education architecture. In section 5 describes the proposed work system architecture and 

its implementation. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

During in the last few years, a lot of research scholar’s works are paying attention on Cloud computing in education. 

The Education Institutes equipped with Wi-Fi , Students, Faculty and Govt Bodies in Institutes use this networks to 

transmit there information and share their information. 

 
BMet -Birmingham Metropolitan College is one of the largest colleges in the United Kingdom (UK) [5], it offering a 

range of pedagogic and professional courses to more than 35,500 learners every year. Employing more than 1450 

people, BMet has three major campuses and many satellite centers. The institution prides itself on residual at the 

forefront of advances in teaching institutes, in that way delivering a transformational education-learning experience to 

students. 

 

IBM and BMet created the classroom in the cloud idea, a solution based on IBM Smart Cloud´ for Social Business, an 

IBM SaaS service offering. This would be the biggest ³SmartCloud´ for Social Business achievement in Europe 

 

Two educational technologies are widespread currently-Moodle environment [19] and Joomla extension module for 

education [18]. Moodle is an open source course management system and is a tutoring oriented atmosphere containing 

dedicated course and management features like tasks assignment module, multiple choice module, glossary module, 
etc. [20] to gain knowledge from various sources and also support the learning and teaching process. In malice of 

moodle’s wide spread pouplarity points out some problems. They are:- 

 

a) Many students are not willing to use the learning environment 

b) Both teachers and students find it difficult to understand how to use the platform in the beginning. 

 

The reasons for the above could be that teachers and students only use Moodle when they need it. Therefore, [21] 

recommend environments where teachers, staff, students and Govt Bodies actively communicate and collaborate with 

each other. 

c) Not all applications run in cloud Benifits of Educational Institute in cloud� 

 
Our teaching staff will be able to collaborate with other departments in a way that simply was not possible before, 

sharing various resources and working together in real time. We hope that providing cutting-edge technology to 

support their teaching will further inspire both teachers and students, resulting in greater success for Institutes as shown 

in the figure 2�´ 

 

The Group of Institutions will collaborate across their departments to increase e-learning. The teacher can take help 

from our teacher through this education cloud and students can access their favourite subject videos through this cloud. 

To implement a cloud between these institutions we required wireless or wire- oriented networks to connect 

departments and one good company which provide cloud storage among these institutions. 
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Fig. 2: Educational institute in the Cloud 

 

The following resources are necessary for company to Universities, institutes and schools to leverage for their 

respective projects: 

 

 A group of processors executing/running in an open source implementation of company’s and published 

computing infrastructure 

 Parallel computing techniques. 

 Administration, monitoring and dynamic resource provisioning company itself. 

 

IV. HIGHER QUALITY OF EDUCATION INTERACTIVE 

 

Architecture 

 

Through collaborative learning students gain knowledge and strengthen communication skills. Teachers can use 

multimedia to improve the teaching content and also can clear doubts that students may raise during the course. Hence 

teaching and learning processes become more interactive. TEQIP-Technical Education Quality Improvement 

Programme, AICTE-All India Council for Technical Education and NBA-National Board of Accreditation members 

can access the important documents from the institutes and monitors the institutions for: 

 

 Intensification Institutions to turn out high valuable engineers for enhanced employability. 

 Scaling-up PG-postgraduate tutoring and demand-driven Research and Development (R&D) and novelty. 

 Creating innovative Centers of Excellence for paying attention on relevant research. 

 Training of faculty by providing faculty development program for effective Learning & Teaching, and 

 Improve the quality of Institutional and System Management efficiency. 

 

This interactive mode of the cloud architecture is show in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Interactive mode of the proposed architecture 
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V. PROPOSED WORK 

 

The proposed architecture for Wi-Fi Central Server integrated for Collaborative e-Learning as a Service System [2, 7] 

as shown in the figure 4. In this paper we are connecting departments through Wi-Fi [10] Wireless network and 

Providing Collaborative Environment for institutes, AICTE, Universities, TEQIP, NBA and Other Govt Bodies. 

 
By using this cloud environment students, Faculty and Govt Officials can easily access the files, real- time Teaching, 

important documents which is related to NBA and TEQIP. 

 

In this paper we are connecting institute departments with Wi-Fi network and the data from departments transmitted 

through central server to cloud. Departments at institutes can able to share file and able to give security permissions 

[11] for the files. 

 

The Cloud Environment is provided by any Service Oriented Company (ex: Amazon, Google). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Wi-Fi Central Server integrated with Cloud for e-Learning as a Service System 

 

Instead of building our own infrastructure and taking amount time and assets away from our organization, so we can 

use Amazon web services or Google cloud Infrastructure. 

 

For storage infrastructure the Amazon and Google provides the cloud to storage, to protect and to share data. Amazon 

and Google Cloud (GC) Storage is offered for a low monthly invoice based on the quantity of information we store. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this proposed work, we have verified the use of Wi-Fi Central Server network integrated with Cloud for  e-Learning 

as a Service System (eLaaS). It gives a number of featured components, as well as security and privacy control, Wi-Fi 

Cloud integration mechanism, dynamic collaboration among teaching staff and clouds to allow many electronic 

education (e-Learning) services. And also present our most important result of development. Additionally, a cloud 

computing atmosphere offers suppleness in constructing low cost and scalable record systems. 
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